
The Collection #82

By Neline Plaisier
neline-mycardcreations.blogspot.com
 
General Instructions:
- Stamp the images with Archival jet black ink onto PCP using the masking technique. Colour them in. 
- Die cut the holly from moss green card and design paper.
- Die cut the larix twig from kraft and work with distress ink vintage photo.
- Finish the card with gold-coloured stars.

Materials used for all cards:
Collectables: COL1442 (Giftwrapping-Karin’s Deer, Stars & Label), Craftables: CR1361 (Borders with stitches-Waves and Clouds), 
CR1476 (Punch die-Holly), CR1321 (Punch die-Stars), Creatables: LR0550 (Tiny’s Larix), Die cut and embossing machine, Text 
stamps: CS1037 (Hello Winter by Marleen-EN), Stamp pads Archival: jet black and watering can, Distress ink: vintage photo, Copic 
Markers or other colouring medium, Pretty Papers design paper pad: PB7057 (Eline’s Snowflake Kisses), Papicolor card: Original 
pearly white (930), Recycled kraft grey (322), Perfect colouring paper (PCP)

Extra needed for this card:
Collectables: COL1439 (Eline’s 
Christmas Decoration), 
Craftables: CR1390 (Basic 
shapes with stitches-
Rectangles), Clear stamps: 
HT1650 (Hetty’s Gnomes 
Family), Mirror paper: CA3134 
(gold), Rope

Extra needed for this card:
Collectables: COL1439 (Eline’s 
Christmas Decoration), 
Craftables: Basic shapes with 
stitches: CR1359 (Squares), 
CR1467 (Ovals), Creatables: 
LR0556 (Forest trees), Design 
folder Extra: DF3440 (Snow 
and ice crystals), Clear 
stamps: CS1036 (Hallo Winter 

sentiments by Marleen), CS1029 (Mini labels-GB), HK1708 
(Hetty’s Gnomes), TC0844 (Tiny’s Icicles), Distress ink: stormy 
sky, Pretty Papers design paper pad: PK9165 (Brocante Winter), 
Vellum, Felt tips/Markers: orange and yellow

Die cut an 11 x 17 cm blank card from kraft. Cut off the top 
corners at 3 cm from the corners. Cut 10.5 x 16.50 cm white 
card and 10.25 x 15 cm design paper. Cut off the corners too. 
Die cut a wavy border along 10.25 x 6 cm design paper. Die cut 
a circle, rectangle and label from design paper. 
Die cut a rectangle from PCP, stamp the image and colour in. 
Stamp the Christmas tree, colour in and cut out. 
Use the stamp pad watering can to stamp a text, cut the paper 
into a banner and mat on design paper. 
Finish off by tying two bells to the larix twig.

Cut a 13.5 x 13.5 cm top-fold card from grey kraft. Work 12.75 
x 12.75 cm white card with the design folder. Cut 11 x 11 cm 
design paper. 
Die cut the shapes needed from design paper and the wavy 
border from white card.  
Stamp the icicles with distress ink stormy sky. Stamp the image 
and colour in. 
Work the flame of the lantern with a yellow and red felt tip/
marker. Layer vellum behind the window. 
Stamp a text in black ink. Finish off as per example given.



By Petra van Dam
hobbykaartenpetra.nl
 
Materials used for both cards:
Creatables by Petra: LR0627 (Winter), LR0628 (Berries), LR0629 (Cotton), Die cut and embossing machine, Distress ink: walnut 
stain, Stamp pad Memento: northern pine, Stamp pad: white, Decoupage sheet: VK9582 (Frozen Forest), Pretty Papers design paper 
pad: PK9165 (Brocante Winter), Papicolor card Original: chocolate brown (919), dark brown (938) and olive green (945), Metallic: 
pearlwhite (330), Shiny pearls: D110 (red), Cotton wool pad (for cotton plant)
 
General instructions: 
The measurements in cm are indicated like this: first you will see the height and then the width. So, if you see 10 x 5 cm, this 
means 10 cm high and 5 cm wide. Lace is adhered with doubled-sided tape.

Extra needed for this card:
Collectables: COL1443 
(Giftwrapping-Karin’s Bird, 
Hearts & Label),
Craftables: Basic shapes with 
stitches: CR1359 (Squares), 
CR1360 (Circles), Creatables: 
LR0548 (Tiny’s Red Robin), 
Design folder Extra: DF3419 
(Snowflakes), Clear stamps 
by Hetty: HT1640 (Lantern 
border), HT1649 (Gnomes- 

Christmas), Papicolor card Original: orange (911), cloud grey 
(929), moss green (951), Mirror paper: CA3134 (gold), Pan 
Pastel: 520.1 ultra blue extra dark, Scrapper’s floss: white

Cut a 13.5 x 13.5 cm top-fold card from grey kraft and adhere  
13 x 13 cm white card and 12.75 x 7 cm design paper. 
Die cut a wavy border along a 12.75 x 8.5 cm white strip and 
emboss with snowflakes. 
Die cut a circle, rectangle, square and label from design paper. 
Die cut the square also from PCP and design paper. Stamp the 
image and colour in. Work the sky with pan pastel. 
Die cut the shapes needed from card and/or design paper. 
Work the kraft part of the red robin with distress ink vintage 
photo. Die cut the text label from white card and design paper. 
Use the stamp pad watering can to stamp a text. 
Finish off the card as per example given.

1 Take a grey A4-sheet. Fold in half and open again. Score 
(whole width) at 6.5 up from the bottom. Make a 6.5 cm 
incision into the fold. 
Fold both flaps inside. Lay the card down as shown in photo 1. 
The back is on the left. The front is on the right.
Cut off the front slantwise from 5.5 cm (measured from the top 
of the centre fold) to 3 cm measured from the bottom.

2 Take blue design paper and cut it slantwise in the shape of 
the bottom of the card. The left side is 8.5 cm high, the bottom 
14,3 cm wide and the right side is 2.6 cm high. Adhere the blue 
design paper to the grey card.

Extra needed for card 1:
Distress ink: faded jeans, Stamp pad Memento: gray flannel, Stamp pad: black, Papicolor card: 
Original: nut brown (938), grey (958), Metallic: metallic (334), Snow paper: CA3104 (glitter), Dew 
drops: PL4515, Shiny pearls: D109 (pearl-white), D110 (black-grey), Lace: K1020 (grey 13 mm), 
Organza ribbon: CG1004 (white 15 mm) 



3 Fold the flap of the card front inside. Cut off slantwise and 
adhere. Fold the grey top part inside too and adhere to grey.

5 Place the card as shown in the photo. Arrange the 37 cm long 
organza ribbon as shown.
Adhere to the back of the card.

4 Cut blue design paper into 14 x 14.2 cm and adhere to grey. 
Fold the flap of the right bottom part backwards, it will be 5 cm 
high. Cut off 1.5 cm of this flap along bottom.

6 Adhere the grey lace along the top of the flap. Adhere the flap 
on both sides (leave the centre open).
Die cut/emboss the large round border (LR0627), the border 
at the top with flower and the small stencil for the two ribbon 
flaps from pearlwhite, two holly leaves from olive green an 2x 
half a snowflake from snow paper.
Stamp a text if you like.
Die cut/emboss the next circle size from Metallic and adhere as 
shown.
Die cut/emboss the picture from the decoupage sheet using the 
central ring and adhere it to light grey, raised with 3D-glue.
Die cut/emboss the berries from dark brown and chocolate 
brown, the twig of the cotton plant from nut brown and the 
flowers from a cotton wool pad. Adhere to the card as shown. 
Finish with pearls.



Extra needed for card 2:
Distress ink: dusty concord, frayed burlap (twig cotton plant), Papicolor card Original: mauve 
(937), mango (940), night blue (941), mocha (953), Decoration paper: CA3127 (silver), Lace: 
K1004, cream 22 mm, Rhinestones: CA3136

Folding the card:
Cut a 21 x 28.5 cm night blue strip. Fold in half and open again. Score (whole width) at 4 cm up 
from the bottom. Make a 4 cm incision into the fold from the bottom up. Fold the flaps inside. Do 
not adhere them yet. 
Cut for the inside: two 15 x 13.8 cm mauve rectangles and for the flaps two 3.7 x 13.8 cm strips 
of design paper. Adhere both flaps on the sides (leave the centre open). Turn the card, creating a 
top-fold card with the flaps on the left.

3 Die cut/emboss with LR0627 the large border, the border on 
top with the flower and the small die for the two ribbon flaps 
from pearlwhite (work with dusty concord), two holly leaves 
from olive green and 2x the semi snowflakes from silver. Die 
cut/emboss the next circle from dark brown. Adhere everything 
as per example given.
Use the inner ring to die cut/emboss the picture of the 
decoupage sheet and adhere to dark brown, raised with 3D-glue.
Die cut/emboss the berries from mango and chocolate brown, 
the twig of the cotton plant from mocha and the flowers from 
a cotton wool pad. Adhere as per example given. Finish with 
pearls and rhinestones.

Card front:
Cut 13.7 x 16.6 cm mauve card. Adhere to night blue. Adhere 
lace along the bottom of the card. Cut 12 x 15.5 cm night blue 
and 11.5 x 15 cm design paper. Adhere together.
Then adhere night blue raised with 3D-glue to the bottom, see 
photo 2. 
Die cut the flower border from silver-coloured card and adhere 
centrally onto the lace.

By Marleen van der Most
handmadebymarleen.blogspot.com  

Materials used for all cards: 
Craftables: CR1483 (Trees by Marleen), Craft stencil: PS8045 (Mountains by Marleen), Stamp pad: VersaMark, Embossing powder 
Stampendous: white EP100, Snow paper: CA3104 (glitter), Mirror paper: CA3134 (gold), Papicolor card: Original: raven black (901), 
light pink (923), pearly white (930), baby blue (956), taupe (961) and petrol (962), Recycled kraft grey (322) and brown (323), 
Pretty Papers design paper pad: PK9164 (Winter days by Marleen)

Extra needed for this card: 
Craftables: CR1485 (Deer 
by Marleen), Clear stamps: 
CS1036 (Hallo Winter texts by 
Marleen-NL), Papicolor card 
Original: dark brown (938)

Draw three mountains onto pearly white card along the outline 
of the stencil. Draw the mountains next to each other to form 
a whole. Cut them out together. Turn the mountains over, draw 
them again onto pearly white card and cut out again. Take 
the three mountains for the back panel of the card and score a 
horizontal line at 7 cm down from the highest peak. 
Fold this top part over and adhere to the back of the other 
mountain range. The card can now stand by itself.
Use the innerlines of the stencil to decorate. Draw them onto 
the reverse side of (design)paper. Do not forget to turn over the 
stencil, to avoid drawing a mirror image. Adhere the cut-outs 
to the mountains. Cut a wavy strip of snow paper and adhere, 
raised with 3D glue, at the foot of the mountains. Finish with 
trees, a deer, stars and a text.



Extra needed for this card:  
Craftables: CR1484 (Fox 
by Marleen), Creatables: 
LR0574 (Flower Frame-Round, 
used for large circle), Clear 
stamps: CS1037 (Hello Winter 
sentiments by Marleen-GB)

Cut a 15 x 15 cm pearly white top-fold card and adhere 14.5 x 
14.5 cm light blue card and 14 x 14 cm design paper. Adhere 
together. Use the large die of LR0574 to die cut a circle and 
adhere centrally. Draw two separate mountains around the 
outline of the stencil onto pearly white card. Use the innerlines 
to decorate the mountains. Do not forget to turn over the 
stencil, to avoid drawing a mirror image. Adhere the mountains 
with 3D-tape. Finish with trees, a fox, stars and a text.

By Marjolein Wormsbecher
magnificentmagnolias.blogspot.com
 
Materiales used for both cards:

Craftables: CR1361 (Borders with stitches-Waves and Clouds), Creatables: LR0631 (Tiny’s Snowmen), Die cut and embossing machine, 
Decoupage sheet: IT613 (Tiny’s Snowmen), Pretty Papers design paper pad: PK9165 (Brocante Winter), Papicolor card Original: 
pearly white (930), dark brown (938), black (901), navy blue (969), red (918), Craft tape: LR0010 (low tack), Tweezers: LR0015
 

Extra needed for his card: 
Creatables: LR0630 (Tiny’s 
Logs), Distress oxide ink: black 
soot, Blending tool

Extra needed for this card: 
Craftables: CR1331 (Basic 
shapes with stitches-Circles), 
CR1398 (Punch die-Birds), 
Creatables: LR0618 (Anja’s 
Folding die-Circle XL), Enamel 
dots: PL4515 (Snow and ice), 
Gel pen: white 

Cut a 13.5 x 13.5 cm pearly white blank card.
Die cut five white frames of logs and adhere together with a 
picture behind. Ink the frame with distress oxide ink black soot 
and a blending tool. Die cut a wavy snow border from 6 x 13 cm 
white card and adhere behind the frame in a way that makes the 
snow border from the picture continue onto the card.
Then adhere the frame and snow border onto 13 x 13 cm design 
paper and cut off any extra paper at the sides. Ink the edges 
and adhere to the card. Die cut the shapes needed from different 
card colours. Assemble the snowmen. Adhere the figures to the 
card using 3D-tape here and there to create a 3D-effect.

Die cut a long card and a large snow crystal from white card (cut 
in half). Die cut a circle from design paper and two semi-circles 
from white card and four from design paper.
Die cut two white circles and cut into two wavy borders of 
different heights. Die cut the picture and place between the 
snow borders.
Die cut the shapes needed from different card colours. Assemble 
the snowmen and adhere to the inside and outside of the card.
Finish the card with enamel dots and draw stripes and falling 
snowflakes onto the outside of the flaps.



By Rimmie van de Sande
butterflykisses83.blogspot.com 

Materials used for all cards:
Collectables by Eline: COL1473 (Halloween), COL1474 (Fox), COL1475 (Owl), Die cut and embossing machine, Card: blue, brown, 
gold, kraft, orange, red, turquoise, white, black and different shades of grey and green, corrugated card, Stamp pad Versacraft: 
white, Gel pen: white

Extra needed for this card:  
Collectables: COL1415 
(Eline’s Sleigh), COL1442 
(Karin’s Deer, Stars & Label), 
COL1471 (Eline’s Sloth, leaves 
used), Craftables: CR1422 
(Spiderweb), Creatables: 
LR0546 (Anja’s Beautiful 
Flower set), LR0550 (Larix), 
LR0551 (Nature star, twigs 

used), Background sheet: AK0075 (Eline’s Snowflake Kisses), 
Pretty Paper design paper pad: PB7057 (Eline’s Snowflake 
Kisses), Snow paper: CA3104, Enamel dots: PL4510 (gold, 
silver), Ribbon, Pearl pen (DDBD), Rope

Copy the pattern onto white card.
Cut the background sheet into 9.5 x 11.3 cm and adhere to 10.5 
x 12.3 cm design paper.
Cut design paper into 3.5 x 9.5 cm and 3 x 3.5 cm and adhere to 
the sides.
Cut 2 x 21 cm and 4.5 x 21 cm design paper and cut off one 
long side in a wavy line. Adhere overlapping.
Die cut the shapes needed from different card colours and 
design paper. Assemble the animals and draw white spots on 
eyes and noses.
Adhere 4 x 5 cm design paper to the label and tie ribbon and 
rope through.
Use a pearl pen to add white dots (berries) to the twigs.
Finish as per example given.
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Extra needed for this card: 
Craftables: CR1422 
(Spiderweb), CR1467 (Basic 
shapes with stitches-Ovals), 
Craft stencil by Marleen: 
PS8044 (Witch Hat), 
Background sheet: AK0073 

(Eline’s Autumn), Pretty Paper design paper pad: PB7057 (Eline’s 
Snowflake Kisses) 

Extra needed for this card: 
Collectables: COL1370 
(Eline’s Polar Bear), COL1442 
(Karin’s Deer, Stars & Label), 
Craftables: CR1467 (Basic 
shapes with stitches-Ovals), 
Text stamps: CS1018 (Droom), 

Background sheet: AK0076 (Eline’s Galaxy)

Cut a 10.5 x 21 cm top-fold card from kraft. Cut 10 x 20.5 cm 
black design paper and cut the background sheet into 9.5 x 
20 cm. Lay the craft stencil onto dark grey card and copy the 
outline. Then lay the stencil onto black, red and gold-coloured 
card and copy the inner lines. Cut out and assemble the hat.
Die cut the shapes needed from different card colours. Assemble 
the animals and draw white spots on eyes and noses.
Finish as per example given.

Cut an 18 x 25 cm basic card from grey kraft and score at 12 and 
13 cm. Copy the pattern onto the card.
Cut the background sheet into 8.5 x 15 cm.
Adhere 8.5 x 15 cm design paper to the reverse side of the card 
front. Cut a 1.5 x 8.5 cm strip from black design paper and 
stamp a text in white ink. Cut two 1.5 x 1.5 cm squares of black 
design paper. Die cut the shapes needed from different card 
colours. Assemble the animals and draw white spots on eyes 
and noses. Adhere the oval to the bottom left corner and cut off 
along the corner. Finish as per example given.



Extra needed for this card:
Silhouette stamps: CS1040 
(Christmas), Stamp pads 
Memento: bamboo leaves, rich 
cocoa, Distress ink: mowed 

lawn, mustard seed, twisted citron, Papicolor card Original: black 
(901), Christmas red (943), Kraft paper, Gel pen: white

Extra needed for this card:
Silhouette stamps: CS1039 
(Halloween), Text stamps: 
CS1018 (Dream), Distress 
ink: carved pumpkin, dusty 
concord, mustard seed, rusty 
hinge, salty ocean, spiced 

marmalade, wilted violet, worn lipstick, Stamp pad Memento: 
sweet plum, Papicolor card Original: purple (946), Sky blue (949), 
baby pink (959) 

Use the craft stencil to draw two 11.8 x 7.5 cm rectangles 
onto stamping paper, cut out and colour in with distress inks 
to achieve a pretty background. Add more pressure for darker 
colours, if needed. Sprinkle with water and set aside to dry. 
Press the stamp pads multiple times onto a craft sheet. Spray to 
water it down a little and press the stamping paper onto the ink 
multiple times to achieve smudges. 
Leave to dry. Use the stamp master and stamp images in black 
ink onto the background. Stamp the bears in brown Memento ink.
Stamp the houses onto masking paper and cut out. Secure these 
masks to the background with craft tape and stamp the large 
trees with green Memento ink. To create trees of a vague colour, 
load the stamp with ink, but stamp on scrap paper first before 
stamping the trees in de background of the scenery.
Tear off a strip of masking paper and use it to create a hilly 
landscape with distress ink mowed lawn. 
Colour the roofs and wheel covers with a white gel pen.
Decorate the Christmas trees with white dots.
Adhere the stamped card to a 12.2 x 7.9 cm black card and a 
further 12.6 x 8.3 cm Christmas red one.
Lay the craft stencil onto 28 x 9.5 cm kraft paper and draw the 
outline of the post card 2x, one of them in mirror image. Score a 
fold in the centre. Cut out and adhere the stamped card.

Use the craft stencil to draw a 17.8 x 11.8 cm rectangle onto 
stamping paper and cut out. 
Cut a 5.5 cm Ø circle out of masking paper. Adhere this circle at 
the location where you are planning to create a moon. Colour the 
surrounding card with distress ink salty ocean, wilted violet and 
worn lipstick. Remove the circle and spray the coloured location 
with water and leave to dry.
Then secure the masking paper, from which the circle was just 
cut out, to the coloured location and colour in the moon with 
distress ink carved pumpkin, rusty hinge, spiced marmalade and 
mustard seed. Remove the masking paper.
Use the stamp master to stamp images in black ink onto the 
background.
Tear off a strip of masking paper and use it to create a hilly 
landscape with distress ink dusty concord. 
Stamp texts along the sides of the card using Memento ink. 
Work the edges of the card with distress ink dusty concord. 
Adhere the stamped card to 18.2 x 12.2 cm sky blue and a 
further 18.6 x 12.6 cm layer of baby pink.
Draw the outline of the craft stencil onto 20 x 14 cm purple card 
and cut out the scallops. Adhere the stamped card.

By Sigrid Klingenberg
sigridklingenberg.blogspot.nl 

Materials used for both cards: 
Craft stencil: PS8034 (Post card), Stamp master advanced: LR0029, Stamp pad: black, Stamping paper: white, Craft sheet,  
Masking paper



Extra needed for this card:
Clear stamps by Marjoleine: 
MZ1905 (Snowman)

Extra needed for this card:
Clear stamps by Marjoleine: 
MZ1906 (Christmas baubles)

Cut a 7.5 x 11.5 cm blue card and stamp the birds. Stamp 
the same birds onto thin paper and cut out. Lay these masks 
onto the stamped birds and secure with craft tape. Stamp the 
snowman, signpost and text. When removing the masks, you will 
see the birds still intact.
Stamp two mittens onto a blue scrap. Cut out leaving a narrow 
border. Draw white accents. 
Cut a 10.5 x 15 cm pearly white blank card. Stamp ice crystals 
along the borders. Adhere an 8 x 12 cm night blue card and the 
stamped card. Adhere the mittens with 3D-glue/foam tape.

Cut an 11 x 11 cm blue card and stamp the bauble in front. 
Stamp the same bauble onto thin paper and cut out. Lay this 
mask onto the stamped bauble and secure with craft tape. Stamp 
the other baubles and the text. When removing the mask, you 
will see the first bauble still intact. 
Stamp a few stars. Stamp three bows onto blue card and cut out 
with a narrow border. Draw white accents. 
Adhere the stamped card to an 11.5 x 11.5 cm night blue card. 
Using 3D-glue/foam tape mount these two layers onto a 13.2 x 
13.2 cm pearly white blank card. Add the bows with 3D-glue/
foam tape too.

By Marjolein Zweed
marjoleinesblog.blogspot.nl
 
Materials used for both cards:
Die cut and embossing machine, Stamp pad: Archival cobalt, Card: blue, pearly white and night blue, Craft tape: low tack, Gel pen: 
white


